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Abstract

An experimental test rig has been constructed which
is capable of recreating within a laboratory setting the
dynamic response exhibited by a prime mover onto a
motor – generator assembly. The prime mover can
simulate from real or modeled time series data any
varying source such as a wind turbine, a hydraulic
motor or a wave energy air turbine.
The initial application around which the test rig has
been designed is a wave energy converter. In this
regard, the case study considered in this paper is the
emulation of a floating Oscillating Water Column –
Wells turbine device operating under a number of sea
states. Particular attention has been given to the control
algorithm of such a converter and to the effect on
device performance including the flywheel storage.
Simulations were conducted in Matlab/Simulink and
results demonstrate by means of peak to average power
ratios that significant improvements in the system’s
performance were achieved for any given sea state with
the addition of a flywheel energy storage device. In
particular, the ratios for power exported to the grid
were seen to improve by up to a factor of 4.5.
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Introduction

Ocean energy has long been considered an abundant
renewable resource with a tremendous potential for
electrical power production worldwide. The earliest
development efforts in ocean energy technology worth
noting took place in the mid 1970s when public interest
in alternative energy research flared worldwide mostly
as a result of the crippling effects of the oil embargo on
energy addicted nations. Since then, a multitude of
energy conversion devices have been designed and
tested which are capable of harnessing the ocean’s
energy both onshore and offshore and converting it to
useable electrical power [1,9]. Until recent years,
research in ocean energy was slow-going and even the
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most advanced devices were either too expensive to
build or inherent flaws persisted meaning that serious
technological barriers needed to be overcome before
commercial viability could even be considered [2].
Only recently have these barriers begun to lower at an
increasingly rapid rate. This is primarily due to the
remarkable advances made in power electronics
technology, mostly pioneered by the flourishing wind
energy industry. Low cost variable speed compact
drives have been made available on the market which
allow for very high efficiencies to be reached and
virtually eliminate the need for many otherwise
required components on older turbine-generator
systems such as a gearbox.
Many natural phenomena such as coastal
topography, climate, underwater currents and the rising
and falling tides significantly influence local sea
conditions and ultimately define the means by which
power may be extracted in any given geographical area.
Ireland boasts one of the most energetic wave climates
in the world and due to this there has been considerable
interest at the national level to further invest in wave
energy technologies [3]. A recent research initiative
was undertaken at the Hydraulics and Maritime
Research Centre (HMRC) in Cork Ireland in which an
experimental test rig was designed and constructed.
The test rig is capable of recreating within a laboratory
setting the dynamic response exhibited by a prime
mover onto a motor – generator set and simultaneously
measuring the outgoing power quality. The prime
mover can simulate from real or modelled time series
data any varying source such as a wind turbine, a
hydraulic motor or a wave energy air turbine. As
HMRC is dedicated foremost to ocean energy research,
the primary application around which the test rig has
been designed is a wave energy converter. The test rig
is an extremely flexible tool in that it enables the
optimization of a wide range of energy converter
systems under various conditions. It is also a very
useful tool in that the functionality of the wave energy
converter under study can be almost entirely predicted
at nearly all levels from wave to wire before any
lengthy and expensive on-site sea trials are to be
performed.
The test rig is primarily constructed from two, three
phase, 20 kW induction machines which are coupled
together and separately controlled by variable speed
drives. The first machine acts as the prime mover and
the second machine acts as a multi-configurable
generator. The electrical power thereafter returns to the
AC mains network via impedance networks which are
used to emulate typical power lines and transformers at
specified distances from a strong grid connection point.
Current and voltage sensors, located in between the
impedance networks, transmit readings to a
Programmable Automation Controller (PAC) which
stores the data for subsequent power quality studies.
Additionally, a number of safety features have been
incorporated into the test rig and the option of utilizing
a flywheel energy storage device has been included in

order to reduce fluctuations in the outgoing electrical
power for situations where such a requirement exists.
In the following sections, the physical specifications
of the test rig will be outlined and a case study will be
presented utilizing data from a floating Oscillating
Water Column (OWC) – Wells turbine device
operating under a range of sea states.
2

Test Rig Specifications

The main constituents that make up the test rig are
the drive train assembly (prime mover, generator,
gearbox and flywheel energy storage system), control
system, data acquisition system, grid emulator and
protection equipment. The block diagram in Fig. 1
illustrates the system as a whole.
SYSTEM
PROTECTION

CONTROL

PRIME MOVER

GEARBOX

FLYWHEEL

GENERATOR

GRID
EMULATOR

DATA AQUISITION

Figure 1: Test rig system configuration

2.1

Drive Train Assembly

The drive train assembly is made up of all the
moving parts in the test rig. The prime mover is a 20
kW, 3 phase, 4 pole induction machine. The generator
is almost identical with the exception that the rotor is
equipped with slip rings. Access to the rotor windings
allows the generator to be wired as a squirrel cage,
doubly fed or variable resistance generator depending
on user preference. A separate synchronous generator
configuration can also be added if desired. The other
drive train constituents are a 4 speed gearbox (with
ratios of 1, 1.576, 2.538, 4 and neutral) and a flywheel
device. The stainless steel flywheel has a diameter of
0.6 m, a thickness of 80 mm and weighs 180 kg.
Additionally, a torque transducer (located in between
the motor and the generator) has been fitted. The drive
train assembly is shown to scale in Fig. 2.
Slip Ring
Induction
Torque
Generator Transducer

Induction
Motor

4 Speed
Gearbox
Flywheel

Figure 2: Test rig drive train components

2.2

Data Acquisition & Control

To get a better idea as to how the whole system is
laid out, Fig. 3 shows the test rig circuit diagram. All
of the data acquired from the test rig as well as the
control algorithms are processed through a central
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Programmable Automation Controller (PAC). The
PAC is equipped with digital input/output modules,
analog input modules, a number of RS485/RS232 serial
ports, a USB port and an Ethernet port. The RS485
serial communication ports are used to send either a
speed or torque reference signal to both variable speed
drives assigned to control the motor and generator
independently.

a schematic diagram of each generator type are shown
in Table 1.
The option for multiple generator
configurations adds versatility to the system in that the
test rig can provide experimental results for a wider
array of scenarios.
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Figure 3: Test rig circuit diagram

Communication between the PAC and the drives is
achieved via the 2 wire Modbus RTU protocol. The
motor side drive is a 22 kW combined rectifier –
inverter unit capable of operating in closed loop vector
mode while referencing exact values of speed and
encoder position for all internal error calculations. The
incremental encoder is rated at 1024 pulses per
revolution and is connected to both the drive and the
PAC. The extra connection to the PAC allows the
implementation of alternative control strategies. The
generator is controlled by a 20 kW regenerative drive
composed of two back to back converters and allows
for bi-directional power flow to and from the AC
supply. Additionally it contains a built-in harmonics
filter to interface with the grid. A close-up of the area
surrounding the generator in Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 4.
The schematic diagram reveals a number of contactors
labelled from C1 to C8. The triple pole single throw
(TPST) contactors are AC-3 rated at 25 kW. They are
activated by 24 volt DC coils from the PAC’s digital
output module and are used to switch the system to one
of three allowable generator configurations. The
configurations allow either squirrel cage, doubly-fed or
variable resistance induction generator operation
depending on each contactor’s switch position. A
synchronous generator configuration may also be
implemented, though it is not present in the current
design, by symmetrically distributing DC current over
the rotor windings. The contactor positions along with

C1

C2

C4

C3

AC

G

DC

DC
AC
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AC

C7
C6

DC

DC
AC

C8

Figure 4: Multi-configurable generator schematic
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Table 1: Contactor switch position relative to generator
configuration
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8

Squirrel cage
(Fixed speed)
closed
open
open
open
open
closed
open
open

Squirrel cage
(Variable speed)
closed
open
open
open
closed
open
open
closed

G

G

Doubly-fed

Variable
resistance
open
closed
open
closed
open
closed
open
open

open
closed
closed
open
open
closed
closed
open

Figure 5: Schematic Diagram of impedance network
assembly showing inductive coils in series with each phase
and capacitors in parallel with each phase.
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2.4

DC
AC

A flywheel power control system makes use of
inertial energy storage within a spinning mass. As the
rotational speed of the mass increases, energy is
absorbed and as the rotational speed decreases, energy
is released. This behaviour can be described by
Equations (1) and (2) where J, m, r and ω are inertia,
mass, radius and angular velocity respectively.

Furthermore, while the test rig is in operation,
torque, speed, temperature, voltage and current data are
continuously acquired and displayed on the PC user
interface for monitoring purposes. The data acquisition
and control system is fully programmed using National
Instruments’ LabView software.
2.3

Flywheel

Grid Emulator

(1)

The grid emulator serves to re-create grid-like
conditions at various connection points between the
device and the AC network. This is accomplished by
introducing a number of impedance networks with
impedance values corresponding to a specified cable
distance. The setup is analogous to a generator situated
far from a strong grid connection point with various
connection points in between. The grid emulator
arrangement is portrayed in the lower right-hand side of
Fig. 3. It is solely composed of two current sensors and
eight voltage sensors separated by impedance
networks. The current sensors have a nominal RMS
current rating of 50 A and the voltage sensors are rated
at 500 V RMS. When supplied by a DC voltage of +/15 V, the sensors deliver a secondary nominal RMS
current to the PAC’s 16 bit analog input module. In
order to accurately study the power quality, a harmonic
analysis must be conducted on the recorded current and
voltage data. In harmonic studies, it is desirable to
consider frequency components up to the fiftieth
harmonic of the fundamental. For the purpose of the
test rig, connected to a 50 Hz grid, this corresponds to a
frequency of 50 X 50 Hz = 2.5 kHz. However, in order
to accurately compensate up to the fiftieth harmonic, a
sample rate greater than 5 kHz should be used. This is
in accordance with the Nyquist Shannon sampling
theorem which states that the frequency of the samples
must be slightly higher than twice the frequency of the
original wave [4]. The impedance networks, illustrated
in Fig. 3 as squares containing three coils, were sized
with the proper impedance in order to simulate a cable
distance of approximately 25 km [5]. Each one is made
up of inductive coils in series with each phase and
capacitors in parallel with each phase, as shown in Fig.
5.

(2)
Since the radius term in Equation (1) is squared, it
can be said that the greater the radius of the flywheel,
the smaller the mass required to hold the same inertia.
Equally, due to the squared angular velocity term in
Equation (2), the greater the speed of the flywheel, the
smaller the change in speed needed to store the same
amount of energy [6]. The power absorbed or released
by the flywheel, Pfw, in a motor-generator assembly can
be written as shown in Equation (3) when not taking
into account efficiency losses.
(3)
where Pelec is the electrical power produced by the
generator, Pmech is the mechanical power exerted by the
motor and Pdt is the power absorbed or released due to
the drive train inertia (not counting the flywheel). If
Pelec and Pmech are different, a torque imbalance results
in the system causing the speed of the flywheel to
change. This being said, it is clear that controlling
speed can be an effective means of controlling the
power absorbed or released by the flywheel, hence
energy could be stored or retrieved on demand. Pfw can
also be calculated by deriving Equation (2) with respect
to time, shown in Equation (4).
(4)
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2.5

may occur. LEDs are also placed in-line with the
resistors as a visual reference to the contactor’s
position.
The remaining safety components also
illustrated in Fig. 3 are the main circuit breaker and
isolation transformers. The main circuit breaker is of
the thermal magnetic type utilized in 3 pole systems
with tripping characteristic C and is rated at 50 A and
415 VAC. A 3 phase 400 V to 400 V isolation
transformer is located at the system inlet and outlet and
provides galvanic insulation from the grid. The
transformers are rated at 25 kVA and can handle
currents up to 63 A.

Protection Equipment

A number of safety features were added to the test
rig for the purpose of protecting the equipment and the
people using the equipment if anything were to go
wrong. The safety components are shown in Fig. 3 and
comprise a main shut-off contactor, a 2 position
keyswitch, an emergency stop button, an overvoltage
relay which connects to the rotor windings of the
generator and a secondary contactor circuit which is
connected to the contactor’s auxiliary contacts. The
main system shut-off contactor is normally open and
only closes if all the other safety features are operating
properly. The two position key switch is normally
open, therefore only when the key is turned on will the
main system shut-off contactor close. Similarly the
emergency stop button is normally closed and when
pressed, opens the circuit de-energizing the coil, thus
disabling the main contactor. The overvoltage relay is
located within the same circuit and is normally closed.
If the voltage in the leads stemming from the rotor of
the generator is too high, approximately 500 volts or
higher, the switch opens and the main system shut-off
contactor is opened as a result. The need for this safety
feature arises due to the fact that a slip ring induction
generator behaves very much like a moving
transformer. Unlike a standard transformer where the
ratio shown in Equation (5) applies, the slip ring
induction generator has an added slip factor. Equation
(6) describes how voltage, V, slip, s, and the turns ratio,
n, are related from the rotor to the stator.

Oscillating Water Column (OWC) – Wells
Turbine Case Study

3

The case study considered in this paper is the
emulation of a floating OWC – Wells turbine device
operating under a number of sea states. The block
diagram for the system is shown in Fig. 6 and differs
from the diagram in Fig. 1 in that the prime mover has
been replaced with a Wells turbine emulator composed
of a virtual and a physical component.
SYSTEM
PROTECTION

CONTROL

VIRTUAL
WELLS
TURBINE
EMULATOR

PHYSICAL
WELLS
TURBINE
EMULATOR

GEARBOX
(1:1 RATIO)

FLYWHEEL

V.S. SQUIRREL
CAGE
GENERATOR

GRID
EMULATOR

DATA AQUISITION

Figure 6: System configuration for OWC – Wells turbine
case study

Also, the gearbox has been set to a 1:1 ratio and the
variable speed squirrel cage generator configuration
was chosen.

(5)
(6)

3.1
If the machine is designed to yield a voltage ratio of
nearly 1 at nominal conditions, the turns ratio would be
set in accordance with the slip at that working point.
For example if the nominal slip were 0.1, then the turns
ratio would be 10. The problem arises at startup when
the slip is high and very high voltages are generated in
the rotor circuit. One way to get around this is to wait
until the generator has run up to speed and the slip is
low, before connecting the stator to the grid. The
overvoltage relay protects the system in case the
standard starting procedure is not followed or if any
other problem should occur. Another important safety
feature is the secondary circuit connected to the
auxiliary contacts of the contactors. The auxiliary
contacts are connected to a +/- 10 V power source as
well as to the PAC’s analog input module. Pull-up
resistors are located in each contactor circuit so that
when the auxiliary contact is open, +10 V will be read
in the analog module and when the contact is closed, 0
V will be read. The circuit serves as a backup system
sending a physical reading of the contactor position to
the PAC. Since the contactor arrangement determines
the generator configuration, it is of utmost importance
that no error be present else major damage to the drives

The OWC – Wells Turbine Energy Converter

The OWC effectively converts energy by
transforming hydrodynamic wave action into
reciprocating airflow. The design consists of a hollow
tube or capture chamber, partially submerged, which is
open to the sea below the water line. As waves roll in
from the ocean, the water column rises and falls and as
a result causes the air pressure at the top of the column
to act accordingly. A reciprocating air flow is then
created through a power take-off device (usually an air
turbine) which can be coupled to a generator to produce
useful power. The capture chamber is designed to
match the power take-off device (and vice-versa) in
order to maximise conversion efficiency and is
constructed to be resonant at the predominant wave
frequencies found at the station site. Due to the
bidirectional nature of the air flow, a special turbine
design must be utilised in order to allow for selfrectification. One of the most commonly used selfrectifying turbines is the Wells turbine. The Wells
turbine is simple, reliable and durable. The rotor
design encompasses a central hub with symmetrical
airfoil blades mounted around its axis. The airfoil
blades act to provide a lift force and a drag force due to
the pressure differential across the blades. The main
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advantage of using this turbine is that it keeps its sense
of rotation in spite of the changing direction of the air
stream, which is driven by the rising and falling water
level in the column. An illustration of a shoreline OWC
– Wells turbine energy converter is shown in Fig. 7.
Wells Turbine

Throughout the experiments, typically lasting 15
minutes per sea state, sensors within the OWC recorded
values of air chamber pressure, p, and airflow, Q.
Since the pneumatic power, Ppneu, provided by the
OWC can be expressed by Equation (7),

Generator

(7)
OWC Chamber

the existing data sets could easily be converted to
represent pneumatic power versus time. In order to use
the pneumatic data in the 20 kW test rig, the values
needed to be adjusted appropriately to reflect a scale of
0.36 in relation to full scale [9].
This was
accomplished by using the Froude power relation
shown in Equation (8).

Grid Connection

Incident Wave
Direction

Seabed

Figure 7: Schematic diagram of a shoreline OWC – Wells
turbine energy converter

3.2

(8)

The Physical Wells Turbine Emulator
where Ppneu1, Ppneu2 and λ are the scaled pneumatic
power for the 20 kW system, the pneumatic power at
1/50th of full scale and the scale factor respectively.
The scale factor is equivalent to the inverse of a given
scale. Therefore at full scale, λ = 1, at a scale of 0.02 in
relation to full scale, λ = λ2 = 50, and at a scale of 0.36
in relation to full scale λ = λ1 = 2.79. The system’s
mechanical power output, Pmech, is equivalent to the
product of the pneumatic power input, P pneu1, and the
turbine efficiency, η, as shown in Equation (9).

The physical turbine emulator is made up of a
number of components and essentially physically
behaves as a real turbine would. The components in
the test rig which correspond to the turbine emulator
are the PAC, the drive and the motor as well as a
portion of the flywheel mass which will emulate the
turbine inertia.
3.3

The Virtual Wells Turbine Emulator

The virtual turbine emulator is the non physical part
of the turbine emulator which is programmed into the
PAC. It is used to scale and convert the pneumatic data
appropriately before it is fed into the physical
components which make up the turbine emulator
assembly. In order to gain better insight into the
performance exhibited by an OWC device, its
pneumatic output must be known for every sea state in
which it will likely operate. In a previous set of wave
tank experiments conducted at the Hydraulics and
Maritime Research Centre [7], a floating OWC scaled
prototype was exposed to a multitude of sea states. The
prototype was exposed to wave conditions
representative of 15 model sea states and the wave tank
provided a scale of 1/50 or 0.02 in relation to full scale.
These sea states are numbered from B01 to B15 and
shown in Fig. 8 as a function of % Occurrence over a
year. The full scale wave height and time period in
between waves (shown as H and t respectively) relative
to every sea state are listed in a table on the right of the
figure.

(9)
The efficiency for a Wells turbine changes
considerably depending on the airflow regime. The
Wells turbine efficiency curve used in this study [8,9]
is shown in Fig. 9 as a function of the flow coefficient,
Phi.

Figure 9: Wells turbine efficiency curve

The flow coefficient is a dimensionless parameter and
is defined as the ratio of the airflow velocity, va, across
the turbine to the tip velocity, Ut, of the turbine blades
as demonstrated in Equation (10).

(10)

Figure 8: Relative occurrence of a given sea state throughout
the year
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where AD, rt, Dt, Dh, ωt and Nt are the turbine duct
cross-sectional area, turbine radius, turbine diameter,
hub diameter, angular velocity and rotational speed
respectively.
Airflow values were inputed into
Equation (10) for a Wells turbine of known dimensions
operating at a known speed and from this it was
possible to calculate the equivalent values of the flow
coefficient. These flow coefficients were then used to
extract the relative turbine efficiencies over time from
Fig. 9. Equation (11) could then be derived by
substituting Equation (8) into Equation (9).

3.4

(11)
The result of solving for Pmech in Equation (11) for a
given pneumatic data set is a power profile such as is
demonstrated in Fig. 10 (in this case for model sea state
B06).
4

2.5

x 10

Mechanical Power (W)

2

1.5

1

Control Strategy

In this section, a possible control method will be
discussed which may be utilized in the wave energy
device emulator with the generator working in squirrel
cage mode. The generator control is achieved by
sending a constant torque signal, M2, representative of
a given sea state to the regenerative drive from the PAC
as shown in Fig. 11. The torque will remain constant
as long as the conditions which define its related sea
state are satisfied. If these conditions are not met, the
torque will either increase or decrease to another
constant value representative of the new sea state. At
any given value of M2, the shaft speed, Nt, will oscillate
about an average value Nt_avg ensuring the best
aerodynamic performance for the turbine [10]. As Nt is
variable, the flywheel will act accordingly to
temporarily store energy and soften peaks in the
electrical power output. A reading of the instantaneous
shaft speed, Nt, will be supplied to the PAC from an
encoder located on the induction motor. Based on this
feedback, the proper torque signal, M1, will be
generated and fed to the motor drive. This method of
calculating the simulated turbine torque differs from
that which was discussed in section 3.3 in that Nt now
varies with time.

0.5
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Figure 10: Mechanical power profile for sea state B06
M2

Outputs similar to that which is shown in Fig. 10 make
up the virtual component of the turbine emulator and
are available for every model sea state. Table 2
summarizes the average and peak mechanical power
values achieved for each of the highest occurring sea
states.

AC
DC

AC
DC

DC

M1

AC

Nt
PC

PAC

Table 2: Scaled average & peak mechanical power for
model sea states
Sea State

B02

B03

B04

B06

B07

B09

B12

B13

B15

Pmech_avg (kW)

1.1

0.16

1.6

1.5

3.3

2.5

0.85

3.2

1.1

Pmech_peak(kW)

17

4.1

21

21

21

21

14

21

16

Occurrence

6%

13%

11%

32%

3%

9%

6%

11%

4%

Figure 11: Simplified schematic diagram of test rig with
generator working in squirrel cage mode

3.4.1 Generator Control
The flowchart in Fig. 12 shows all the steps which
are required to generate the torque signal M2.

Following Equation (12), Pmech is divided by
(pi/30)Nt, to produce a torque reference signal, M,
which can be directly introduced to the motor drive
from the PAC.

Turbine
Dimensions

Average shaft
speed from encoder
Nt_avg_vs_t

(pi/30)*Ad*rt

Airflow over time 1

(12)

Q_vs_t

Nt_avg*(pi/
30*Ad*rt)_vs_t
/

Q_vs_t

It is important to note that the method used to
calculate Pmech in this section was for a simplified case
in which the turbine efficiency with time was based on
a constant shaft speed, Nt, of 1500 RPM. In the current
study, variable speed drives are used which enable
significant improvements in efficiency depending on
the control strategy utilized. This issue will be
discussed in greater detail in section 3.4.

|Q|_vs_t

Phi_avg_vs_t

Control Algorithm

M2

|Q|avg_vs_t
x

|u|
Generate
|Q|avg over
delta t

Determination of
constant torque
value M2

Output torque
signal M2 to
regenerative drive

Figure 12: Flowchart indicating steps for calculating M2

Q_vs_t is the air flow recorded in the OWC with
time. An example air flow curve for sea state B06 is
shown in Fig. 13. Since the flow is bidirectional, Q
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oscillates between positive and negative values. For
this reason, the absolute value is taken.

lowest permissible efficiency and Nt_avg_min and
Nt_avg_max are the minimum and maximum average shaft
speed values tolerated in the system. The average shaft
speed limits are constrained by both the practically
controllable limits of the drive and/or generator and the
underdamping / overdamping limits of the OWC. Too
little damping particularly can reduce the pneumatic
power availability. As turbine damping is directly
proportional to speed, it is clear that limiting the speed
range would effectively limit the damping range. If the
said boundary conditions are satisfied, the turbine
damping will remain within a range as to maximize the
output from the OWC at all times and the airflow range
will be optimal so as to maximize the turbine’s
conversion.

3
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Figure 13: Air flow profile for sea state B06

Average airflow values over time intervals Δt are
then calculated in order to provide a profile of average
Phi versus time, where Phi is the dimensionless flow
coefficient. In doing this, it is necessary to add the
average airflow value for the first Δt period to all the
time steps which make up the first time interval. This
makes up for the time delay which would otherwise
occur. To calculate Phiavg , |Q|avg is divided by the
product of the turbine duct area, AD, turbine radius, rt,
shaft speed, Nt_avg, (measured in the encoder over the
time interval Δt) and a conversion factor of pi/30, as
per Equation (10). The next step in the flowchart is the
control algorithm which outputs an appropriate value of
M2 based on the Phiavg, Qavg and Nt_avg inputs. By
referring to Fig. 9, it can be seen that in order to obtain
optimum turbine efficiency, the flow coefficient, Phi,
must be within a limited range. Equation (10) rewritten
below as Equation (13) shows that the average shaft
speed has a direct impact on Phiavg for any given value
of Qavg. When shaft speed increases, Phiavg decreases
and vice versa.

3.4.2 Motor Control
In section 3.3, the pneumatic power for a given sea
state was converted to mechanical power after the data
was scaled appropriately. Mechanical power values
were calculated for a single sea state, B06, and the
turbine shaft speed was assumed to be constant at 1500
RPM. In order to have better performance over a wide
range of sea states and make efficient use of the
flywheel, section 3.4 describes a control method which
changes the average shaft speed, Nt_avg, depending on
the sea state and allows Nt to oscillate about its value.
This value of Nt would then be fed back to the PAC
and used to control the motor. Fig. 14 shows the motor
control system and outlines all the steps which are
required in order to generate the torque signal M 1. The
section on the left of Fig. 14 illustrates a method for
calculating Phi which is almost identical to that
described in Fig. 12 for calculating Phiavg. The only
difference is that instantaneous values of shaft speed
are used in the calculation instead of average values.

(13)
Airflow
over time

Instantaneous
shaft speed
from encoder

Turbine
Dimensions
Nt*(pi/30*Ad*rt)

(pi/30)*Ad*rt

Nt

Q_vs_t

Therefore, if Nt_avg were kept constant during more
energetic sea conditions, it is clear that Phiavg would
increase simultaneously with Qavg. This would not be
desirable since the turbine efficiency would drop as a
result. Hence, the generator control must compensate in
some way to ensure optimum efficiency. This can be
accomplished by assigning constant values of Nt_avg and
torque, M2, for different sea states. At any given sea
state, the instantaneous shaft speed, Nt, would then be
allowed to freely oscillate about this average speed
value. The control algorithm in Fig. 12 works as
follows: If the boundary conditions shown below are
not satisfied, M2 will be adjusted until Phiavg returns to
the optimum point, and the system will then operate at
a new Nt_avg. The boundary conditions are such that

/

Q_vs_t
|Q|_vs_t
|u|

Nt
Phi_vs_t

Read from
n_vs_phi curve

Efficiency

|Q| to Phi

x
Determination of
Efficiency

Ppneu_vs_t
Pneumatic power
over time

/
M1

x
Ppneu_vs_t

Pneumatic
power to
mechanical
power

Pmech

x
Mechanical
power to M1

Output torque
signal M1 to
drive

Figure 14: Flowchart indicating steps for calculating M1

Based on the Phi value, the efficiency can then be
determined from the Phi versus efficiency curve, shown
in Fig. 9. Once the efficiency is known, its value is
multiplied by pneumatic power, Ppneu in order to get
mechanical power, Pmech. An example pneumatic
power curve for sea state B06 is shown in Fig.15.
Section 3.3 shows the mechanical power curve, Fig. 10,
for sea state B06 calculated by assuming a constant Nt
value of 1500 RPM. If the mechanical power curve
were to be calculated using the variable speed control

where Phiavg_min and Phiavg_max are the minimum and
maximum values intersecting the curve in Fig. 9 at the
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data, of the 15 Sea states, B06 was chosen as the most
suitable case for design since it is the most frequently
occurring sea state with the highest power variation
with time. Because of this, it could be considered a
worst case scenario and therefore a good candidate to
test the performance of the flywheel. The input “b”
from Fig. 16 represents the mechanical power exerted
by the turbine with time under sea state B06 and is
identical to the profile shown in Fig. 10. The input “c”
from Fig. 16 represents the electrical power produced
by the generator and was chosen to be a moving
average of “b” with a 30 second delay. In other words,
the first 30 seconds of data in the “c” array is
equivalent to the average power calculated in the first
30 seconds in the “b” array. The next data point in “c”
is then the 30 second average power calculated starting
one data point lower in the “b” matrix and so on. This
method ensures that the power released to the grid
varies within acceptable limits and allows the flywheel
to store and release energy as required throughout
keeping the shaft speed within the allotted boundaries.
The output “f” from Fig. 16 represents the shaft speed
variation with time. The power and resultant shaft
speed curves are shown in Fig. 17 for sea state B06.
The red and blue curves in the upper diagram in Fig. 17
are equivalent to the electrical power output matrix “c”
and mechanical power input matrix “b”, respectively,
in Fig. 16. The lower diagram describes the shaft speed
variation with time and is equivalent to matrix “f” in
Fig. 16. A convenient method utilized to assess the
performance of the flywheel was to compare the peak
to average ratio of the electrical power output with and
without the flywheel in the system. Table 3 lists the
values of peak and average electrical power output for
sea states B06 and B13 as well as the resultant ratio of
both values.
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Figure 15: Pneumatic power profile for sea state B06

strategy described in this section, the results would be
significantly different. Once Pmech is calculated, it is
divided by the instantaneous shaft speed, Nt, generating
the reference torque signal M1 as shown by Equation
(12).
3.5

Flywheel Energy Storage

It was stated in section 2.4 that energy could be
stored or retrieved on demand by controlling the
rotational speed of the flywheel. In order to test this
theory, a Matlab/Simulink model, shown in Fig. 16,
was constructed from Equations (3) & (4) and
incorporated into the current study.
b
Pmech_in

+

Jw(dw/dt)
x

-

w(dw/dt)
c
Pelec_out

Add
10
Inertia

J

/
Divide

x

dw/dt

1/s

w
60/(2*pi)

rpm

f

/
Integrator

Divide

w_to_rpm

Shaft speed (rpm)

w

Figure 16: Matlab/Simulink model showing speed variation
of the shaft “f” as a result of the mechanical power exerted by
the motor “b” and the electrical power produced by the
generator “c”

The model is useful in calculating variations in shaft
speed when the drives are torque controlled. The
system’s inertia was inputted into the model and
simulations were done using a fixed-step, ode5 solver.
The inertia term, J, is equivalent to 10 kgm2 and was
calculated from Equations (14) & (15).

Table 3: Ratio of peak to average electrical power output for
sea states B06 and B13 with and without a flywheel
Sea State

(14)
(15)
where m, ρ and h are the flywheel’s mass, density and
thickness respectively, as described in section 2.1. The
values were subbed into Equation (15) and the flywheel
inertia term, Jfw, was found to be 8 kgm2. The drive
train inertia, Jdt, was then assumed to be approximately
2 kgm2 and added to Jfw in Equation (14) to solve for J.
The initial shaft speed was set at 1500 RPM and the
power input matrices, shown as “b” and “c” in the
Simulink model, were taken from the wave tank test
data discussed in section 3.3. Acceptable lower and
upper limits for shaft speed were set to 1150 RPM and
1850 RPM respectively for the simulation with an
average shaft speed of 1500 RPM. As for the input
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B06 (with flywheel)
B06 (without flywheel)
B13 (with flywheel)
B13 (without flywheel)

Pelec_out_peak
(kW)
4.7
21
7.4
21

Pelec_out_avg
(kW)
1.5
1.5
3.2
3.2

Pelec_out_peak /
Pelec_out_avg
3.1
14
2.3
6.6

A simulation was conducted for sea state B13 as it is
of relatively high power and occurrence. Additionally,
it provides an extra value for comparison in the
performance analysis. Peak and average electrical
power output values (without flywheel) were taken
from Table 2 since Pelec ≈ Pmech when no energy storage
is present in the system. The electrical power output
values (with flywheel) were taken from Fig. 17. Table
3 shows that the power ratio for sea state B06 (without
flywheel) reduces by a factor of approximately 4.5
from 14.02 to 3.11 with the addition of the flywheel to
the system. This implies that significant improvements
in performance can be achieved by adding a flywheel.
Similarly, for sea state B13, the performance is seen to
increase by a factor of nearly 3.

2.5

x 10

4
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Figure 17: Matlab/Simulink model showing flywheel simulation results for sea state B06

4

improved greatly with its addition. Peak to average
ratios for power exported to the grid were seen to
improve by up to a factor of 4.5. These preliminary
simulation results will be verified experimentally with
the test rig and comparisons will be drawn.

Conclusions

Until now, a crucial middle step has been missing in
the design and implementation process for wave energy
converter (WEC) devices. Scaled WEC devices being
tested at ocean sites are commonly designed based on
test data recorded from WEC prototypes in laboratory
wave tanks. However, little to no information is known
beforehand as to which electrical configuration and
control system is best suited for a WEC in a given
location. This design limitation has been overcome by
running system simulations but falls short in the end in
that no real hard data can be provided. Constructing a
WEC device designed in this way and deploying it on
site for testing involves great risk. This is mainly due
to the fact that the components are fixed and are not
easily interchangeable. Experience has shown that if a
problem arises at this later stage of testing, the time and
expense required to fix it can be quite considerable.
In the current work, the design of a unique
experimental test rig has been presented. Its purpose is
to recreate within a laboratory setting the dynamic
response of a prime mover onto a motor – generator set
and measure the outgoing power quality through a grid
emulator. The test rig is extremely flexible in that the
prime mover can simulate from real or modelled time
series data any varying source, multiple generator
configurations are possible, the flywheel inertia is
variable and any control algorithm may be
implemented.
Therefore, real test data may be
provided for a scaled model under controlled
conditions. The experimental wave energy device
emulator test rig essentially provides the missing
middle step which is needed to fully optimize a WEC
device before it is constructed.
A case study was considered in the present work in
which data from an OWC – Wells turbine device
operating under a number of sea states was
incorporated into the test rig. A control method was
proposed for the variable speed squirrel cage generator
arrangement which designates a constant torque and an
average shaft speed to a given sea state. The method
was chosen as it allows instantaneous speed variations
about the average shaft speed value, enabling the
flywheel to be utilized to its full potential. Simulations
were conducted in Matlab/Simulink to test the
effectiveness of the flywheel in the wave energy device
emulator and results show that system performance
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